


Where have you heard of Kimberly Clark?



The story behind our session today
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How KC has traditionally approached research and how this is changing in the age of Generative AI

Start point Now Next
Traditional project and DIY 

studies
Learning and piloting new AI 

tools to complement existing set
Roadmap to integrate the best AI 

methodologies into toolbox for 
wider team

We are on a journey to constantly improve the research 
methods we use, to make sure we’re getting the best 
insights we can



conversational AI for

deep human 
understanding, at scale



inca Conversational AI – the quant survey issues we are 
solving for

1.Lack of ENGAGEMENT

2.Lack of DEPTH

3.Lack of EMOTION



Traditional surveys often lack insight from OE answers

Q. What did you 
like about this 
product?

A. It tasted great

Q. Can you tell me 
why you wouldn’t 
recommend our 
hotel?

A. Poor service

Q. What do you like 
about working 
here?

A. I value the 
culture



Or, worse, uninformative, gibberish or irrelevant

Q. What did you 
think of this ad?

A. Dunno

Q. Why do you say 
you’d be unlikely to 
buy this product?

A. bsybjsacuhjn

Q. What do you 
think about social 
media in general?

A. Cucumber is 
green



But what if you could use 
Conversational AI to ask 
relevant probes?



inca SmartProbe – Conversational AI Probing

Q. What did you 
like about this 
product?

A. It tasted great

Q. Can you tell me 
why you wouldn’t 
recommend our 
hotel?

A. Poor service

Q. What do you like 
about working 
here?

A. I value the 
culture

inca SmartProbe: 
What specifically 
do you like about 
the taste? 

inca SmartProbe: 
What kind of 
service did you find 
unsatisfactory?

inca SmartProbe: 
Could you tell me 
more about what 
you like about the 
culture? 



https://nexxt.in

https://nexxt.in/


INTELLIGENT PROBING LEADS TO RICHER RESPONSES  

Q. What makes you say you are looking forward to 
Christmas?

A. I really like Christmas with my wife and family. A happy 
time of year

inca SmartProbe: That sounds great! What do you like 
to do with your family during Christmas?

A. Breakfast in the morning, quick trip to the pub then a 
great lunch. Also opening of the presents. I like surprises





WHAT DOES CONVERSATIONAL AI PROBING UNLOCK? 



2.8x
higher word count      

indicating more 
considered                    

OE responses
2x

more significant 
differences from OE 
response leading to 
more differentiated 

findings

2.4x
more likely to explain 
behaviour, leading to 

more actionable 
recommendations

Benefits of 
inca SmartProbe



Engagement 



And tapping 
into emotion 
at scale? 





Do it 
Yourself Do it

Together Full 
Service

inca Conversational AI 
Service Models

+API plug ins



We have now used conversational AI to answer a number of 
business questions in the past 6 months

Supporting 
category story

Explaining 
unusual trends 
spotted in data

Early concept 
development

Brand sentiment

Projects x 3



There are two types of project where I would ALWAYS 
consider using scaled conversational AI

DIY surveys

Exploration



The benefits that INCA has brought to my research: 
Getting the best of both worlds

Overcomes 
traditional issues 
with multiple 
choice questions…

Not suggesting 
answers to 

respondents
Faster to write

No risk of 
inadequate 
answer list

Engagement is 
guaranteed

No need to have 
a project in two 

waves

…and 
drawbacks to 
traditional qual

Easy to see the 
‘big picture’ and 

select quotes

No need to go 
without qual due 
to time/budget



In the right circumstances, conversational AI can bring 
your research:

Higher quality   Quicker results Better value



Thank you!
clare.michelmore@kcc.com
phil@nexxt.in
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